Tell us what you need
— we’ll make it happen.
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Connecticut

Located in central Vermont, Kalow’s facility gives you
access to several important features: people, location
and experience. With access to resources and a highly
skilled workforce, we can control costs and ensure
quality to give you a competitive edge. Within a few
hundred miles there are 80 million people — customers,
suppliers and vendors — along with access to ports and
other facilities to get your product where it needs to be.

A

CONTRACT
MANUFACTURING
AND
ENGINEERING

Call Kalow Technologies today at
802-775-4633
Visit us online at
www.kalowtech.com
www.nutmegfab.com
Or stop by Kalow Technologies
238 Innovation Drive
North Clarendon, Vermont 05759
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Tell us what you need
— we’ll make it happen.

REPUTATION

n Increase your capacity
n Reduce your manufacturing footprint
n Reduce manufacturing expenses
n Reduce costs for certified quality systems and

process implementation
n Increase your operational efficiency and flexibility

FOR THE

RIGHT
SOLUTION
For more than thirty years, companies have come to
Kalow Technologies seeking solutions to their specific
manufacturing and design challenges. Kalow has
built a solid reputation by quickly responding to these
challenges with innovative solutions, which saves our
customers money, give them peace of mind, and keeps
them coming back year after year.

n Q
 uality of workmanship and focus on customer

satisfaction

Being agile and focused has given us the opportunity
to work on a variety of projects for a broad range
of industries. Since 1983, we’ve grown not only in
size but in experience. Whether you’re a Fortune
500 corporation, an entrepreneur or an inventor, our
strength is in making exactly what you need and
improving it in the process.

n Strong relationships are at the heart of business

n Experienced in a wide array of industries

n A
 personalized commitment to our customers

n Full-service product support

SERVICES

Bring us your prototype, finished design, or sketch on
a napkin. We have the capabilities and skills in-house
to get your idea out the door. At Kalow we don’t just
think, we think ahead.
n Cross-disciplined engineers and technicians
n Mechanical, hydraulic, pneumatic, optical, electric,

servo/stepper control systems
n Embedded electrical design, programmable logic

controls, and PCB layout

n In-depth familiarity with global standards

n 3-D CAD and Solidworks capabilities

n Proficient in international & domestic shipments

n Design familiarity with CE, UL, ETL and CSA

certifications
n Registered to operate under ITAR and UL508a

standards

MANUFACTURING

n Guided by engineers and steered by common sense

OUR EXPERIENCE

ENGINEERING

It takes a great deal of trust to hand over a large
and complex project to a company with whom you
have never worked. Kalow’s team works to win
your confidence.

KNOWLEDGE

RELATIONSHIPS

OUR PEOPLE

TECHNOLOGY

From assembling the simplest machinery to
troubleshooting complex technology, we work
to the highest standards of quality control and
workmanship. We ship directly to our customers’
customers, and that leaves no margin for error.
n Electromechanical machine and system builds
n E lectromechanical, hydraulic, and pneumatic

control system integration
n E lectrical panel

and control box assemblies
n Value-added kitting
n C able assemblies

and harnesses
n 6 ,000 square feet of sheet

metal services
“After five plus years of working with Kalow Technologies on projects, I have always been extremely
happy with their work. The entire staff is a pleasure to work with and I look forward to many more
years of collaboration.”
— Scott Boynton, Joining Technologies

n S
 pare parts, field service

and refurbishing
n 5 4,000 square foot,

adaptable facility

